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Dear Parents

STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) subjects are important
in schools because they serve as the fertile ground from which future technical
workers and industry leaders will be nurtured. They also provide the intellectual
foundations and tools for future scientists, inventors, and engineers.

Today marks the end of our week long celebration of STEM across the school, a
week that will hopefully inspire some of the children to take up future careers within
this amazing sector. 

Tuesday saw the arrival of the Block Bus and the opportunity for the children to take
on engineering challenges with LEGO, (my favourite being the reception children
designing houses for the three little pigs). Elsewhere, Clive Chapman at Classic
Team Lotus hosted the F24 activity group, where they toured his collection of 58
cars, including some that had won Formula 1 races, picking up some useful tips for
their own F24 car.

Wednesday brought with it ‘Kitchen Cupboard Science’, which explored the contents
of our kitchen cupboards through Science experiments, while Thursday saw the
arrival of ‘The Geology Lab’ and the exploration of different natural materials and
their various properties.

Today was rounded off by a visit from the RAF who came and gave a talk to Year 7
and 8 about Robotics and their use generally as well as within the armed forces.
While these may have been the headline acts, there were no end of additional
experiments taking place from Juice Bars, to egg parachutes and even the
construction of hedgehog houses. 

I hope you all manage to have a wonderful weekend in the sunshine and perhaps
even enjoy doing something with a STEM focus.

With very best wishes


